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Abstract—Social media networks as well as online graph
analytics operate on large-scale graphs with millions of vertices,
even billions in some cases. Low-latency access is essential, but
caching suffers from the mostly irregular access patterns of
the aforementioned application domains. Hence, distributed in-
memory systems are proposed keeping all data always in memory.
These in-memory systems are typically not optimized for the
sheer amounts of small data objects, which demands new concepts
regarding the local and global data management as well as for
the fault-tolerance mechanisms to mask server failures and power
outages. In this paper, we propose a novel backup distribution
and parallel recovery approach aiming at fast recovery of servers
storing hundreds of millions of small objects.
All proposed concepts have been implemented within the open
source distributed system DXRAM and have been evaluated
in the Microsoft Azure cloud with up to 72 high performance
virtual machines in two scale-sets. For evaluation, we used
two benchmarks: the Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark and a
recovery benchmark. The experiments show that the proposed
recovery strategy is able to recover servers with 500,000,000
small data objects in less than 2 seconds and, also, to efficiently
mask server failures under heavy load. Furthermore, DXRAM
outperforms the state-of-the-art system RAMCloud in additional
recovery experiments with large objects (2.4x faster) and even
more with small objects (> 9x).

Keywords—Cloud computing; Data centers; Reliability; Storage
recovery strategies; Remote replication; Main memory; Flash
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I. INTRODUCTION

Online graph processing or large-scale social media appli-
cations and networks demand low-latency access to billions of
very small data objects. On Facebook, for instance, data objects
(relationships, likes, shares, status updates etc.) are for the
greater part smaller than 64 bytes [1]. Other graph examples
are brain simulations with billions of neurons and thousands of
connections each [2] or search engines for billions of indexed
web pages [3].

Access latency can be reduced by replacing hard disks
with flash storage combined with caches in RAM. Due to
low-latency data access required by many application domains
numerous sophisticated distributed cache solutions have been
proposed, e.g. Memcached [1] or Gemfire [4]. While these
caches (running in clusters or data centers) successfully reduce
access latency, they still burden the programmer to keep
caches and back-end storage synchronized which is non-trivial
and error prone. Another observation is that caches need
to be very large for irregular access patterns. Facebook, for

instance, used up to 1,000 Memcached servers to store around
75% of all data in RAM [5]. Still, this approach requires
to synchronize updates to Memcached servers with back-end
storage systems. To avoid penalties because of cache misses
and back-end synchronization, distributed in-memory storages
like RAMCloud [6] or DXRAM [7] keep all data always
in RAM which is optimal for irregular access patterns seen
in many graph processing applications. This design decision
requires an efficient memory management to keep meta-data
overhead at a minimum as RAM is comparatively expensive.

As RAM is volatile and server failures are the rule not
an exception in clouds and large clusters, there is a strong
need for fault-tolerance mechanisms. In-memory data needs
to be replicated to secondary storage to be able to mask
power outages. Hence, in-memory systems provide automatic
persistence in the background, in contrast to cache solutions.
However, recovering 32 or 64 GB of small data objects of
a crashed server might take several minutes which is not
acceptable for interactive application domains. The solution
is to distribute the data of one server to many backup servers
in order to allow parallelization of the recovery process, [8],
[9] and [10]. While RAMCloud has shown very fast recovery
times of under 2 sec with 60 backup servers for a server storing
larger objects, we are focusing in this paper on the recovery of
servers storing very small data objects (32 - 128 byte) which
is even more challenging.

The contributions of this paper are:

• an efficient range-based backup replica management

• a fast parallel recovery of servers storing hundreds of
millions of small data objects

• evaluation of the proposed recovery concepts in the
Microsoft Azure cloud showing that a server storing
5× 108 data objects can be recovered within 2 sec

The evaluation with two benchmarks and a comparison
with RAMCloud show that the proposed recovery concepts are
very fast, even under heavy load and outperform RAMCloud.

The further structure of this paper is as follows. Related
work is discussed in section II, followed by a brief introduction
of the key features of DXRAM in section III. Section IV de-
scribes the distribution of a server’s data. Followed by a section
that discusses the recovery coordination. The processes of the
local recovery are presented in section VI. The evaluation is
discussed in section VII. Conclusions and an outlook on future
work are found in the last section VIII.



II. RELATED WORK

Numerous distributed in-memory systems have been pro-
posed to provide low-latency data access for online queries
and analytics for various graph applications. Because of space
constraints, we can only discuss the most relevant work related
to crash recovery of storage servers.

RAMCloud shares several objectives with DXRAM but
varies significantly regarding the architecture. RAMCloud
provides a table-based in-memory storage to keep all data
always in memory. It is designed for larger objects and suffers
from a comparably large overhead for small data objects
[10]. RAMCloud uses a distributed hash table, maintained
by a central coordinator, to map 64-bit global IDs to servers
which can also be cached by clients. For persistence and fault
tolerance, RAMCloud implements a log-based replication of
data on remote servers’ disks [9]. In contrast to other in-
memory systems, RAMCloud organizes in-memory data also
as a log which is scattered for replication purposes across many
servers’ disks in a master slave coupling [6]. Scattering the
state of one server’s log on many backup servers allows fast
parallel recovery.

In case of a server failure RAMCloud’s coordinator must
gather the locations of all crashed master’s replicas by querying
all backups in the system. Next, the coordinator groups the
tablets of the failed master into partitions which are assigned to
recovery masters. A recovery master coordinates the recovery
of its assigned partition by collecting the data from backup
servers which read the data from the log stored on SSD or
HDD [9]. Furthermore, the recovery masters must reconstruct
a hash table for the failed master’s key space in order to make
the objects available again. In contrast, DXRAM’s superpeers
know the locations of all backups a-priori and initialize the re-
covery instantaneously. Thereupon, the backup servers recover
the data from SSD and update the meta-data on the superpeers
by sending a list of the recovered objects aggregated to more
compact ID ranges.

Google’s Bigtable is a distributed storage system which is
used for web indexing, Google Earth and many more services
[8]. A Bigtable is a distributed sorted map which assigns a row
key, an arbitrary string, a column family that defines access
control and a time stamp to every value. A Bigtable cluster
consists of a number of tables whereas each table comprises a
set of tablets. Then again, a tablet contains the data of a row
range and is around 100 to 200 MB in size. The tablets are
distributed to several servers within the cluster to aggregate
storage and also to enable parallel recovery. Each Bigtable
server stores all update operations in a single log to bundle
writes and therefore improve the access to persistent storage
devices. However, this requires another step during recovery in
which the log has to be sorted in order to recover the data of
one tablet. DXRAM on the other side uses one log per backup
zone to avoid this sorting step and ensures efficient accesses
to flash storage by its two-level logging approach [11].

Aerospike is a distributed database platform providing
consistency, reliability, self-management and high performance
clustering [12]. Aerospike uses Paxos consensus for server
joining and failing, and balances load with migrating of
partitions. DXRAM also offers migration but at fine-grained
object level. The object lookup is provided by a distributed

hash table in Aerospike. Aerospike is optimized for TCP/IP.
Additionally, Aerospike enables different storage modes for
every namespace. For instance, all data can be stored on SSD
with indexes in RAM or all data can be stored in RAM and
optionally on SSD with a configurable replication factor. As
Aerospike is a commercial product, not many implementation
details are published. Aerospike does not offer a possibility
to recover servers during ongoing operation but provides data
restore on cold-start.

Redis is another well known distributed in-memory system
which can be used as an in-memory database or as a cache
[13]. Redis provides a master-slave asynchronous replication
and different on-disk persistence modes. To replicate in-
memory objects, exact copies of masters, called slaves, are
filled with all objects asynchronously in remote memory. This
is quite expensive as slaves need to provide as much RAM as
the servers they need to backup. To overcome power outages
and server failures, snapshotting and append-only logging with
periodical rewriting can be used. Like Aerospike, Redis offers
a recovery on startup, only. Further, the recovery is not able
to recover one server in parallel from different slaves.

Alluxio is a distributed file system which provides fast
data access times for all objects in cluster setups [14]. This
is achieved by holding all objects in RAM and avoiding
replication to other servers and slower secondary storage
through a lineage-based approach. In case of a server failure,
the data is reconstructed by re-executing the operations that
generated the data. The re-computation overhead is limited by
additional asynchronous checkpointing to remote disks.

While object creations and updates benefit from the
replication-less approach, the recovery is impaired for high
throughput scenarios as checkpointing falls behind (bound to
I/O bandwidth). As a consequence, many objects have to be
reconstructed based on possibly many jobs which have been
executed since the last completed checkpoint. This reduces
recovery throughput, especially for many small objects. Addi-
tionally, storing the job binaries for a long time increases the
RAM consumption.

III. DXRAM ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

DXRAM is an open source (https://github.com/hhu-
bsinfo/dxram) distributed in-memory system with a layered
architecture, written in Java. It is extensible with additional
services and data models beyond the key-value foundation of
the DXRAM core [10]. In DXRAM, an in-memory data object
is called a chunk whereas an object stored in a log on SSD is
referred to as log entry.

A. Global Meta-Data Management

In DXRAM, every server is either a peer or a superpeer.
Peers store chunks, may run computations and exchange data
directly with other peers, and also serve client requests when
DXRAM is used as a back-end storage. Peers can be storage
servers (with in-memory chunks), backup servers (with logged
chunks to SSD) or both. Superpeers store global meta-data
like the locations of chunks, implement a monitoring facility,
detect failures and coordinate the recovery of failed peers, and
also provide a naming service. The superpeers are arranged
in a Chord-like overlay [15] adapted to the conditions in a



data center. Moreover, every peer is assigned to one superpeer
which is responsible for meta-data management and recovery
coordination of its associated peers. During server startup,
every server receives a unique node ID employing ZooKeeper.

Every superpeer replicates its data on three succeeding
superpeers in the ring. If a superpeer becomes unavailable,
the first successor will automatically take place and stabilize
the overlay. In case of a power outage, the meta-data can
be reconstructed based on the recovered peers’ data. Thus,
storing the meta-data on SSD on superpeers is not necessary.
Superpeer failures will not be further discussed in this paper.

Every chunk in DXRAM has a 64-bit globally unique
chunk ID (CID). This ID consists of two separate parts: a
16-bit node ID of the chunk’s creator and a 48-bit locally
unique sequential number. With the creator’s node ID being
part of a CID, every chunk’s initial location is known a-priori.
But, the location of a chunk may change over time in case
of load balancing decisions or when a server fails perma-
nently. Superpeers use a modified B-tree [16], called lookup
tree, allowing a space efficient and fast server lookup while
supporting chunk migrations. Space efficiency is achieved by
a per-server sequential ID generation and ID re-usage in case
of chunk removals allowing to manage chunk locations using
CID ranges with one entry for a set of chunks. In turn, a chunk
location lookup will reply with a range of CIDs, not a single
location, only. This reduces the number of location lookup
requests. For caching of lookup locations on peers, a similar
tree is used further reducing network load for lookups.

B. Memory Management

The sequential order of CIDs (as described in section III-A)
allows us to use compact paging-like address translation tables
on servers with a constant lookup time complexity. Although,
this table structure has similarities with well known operating
systems’ paging tables we apply it in a different manner. On
each DXRAM server, we use the lower part (LID) of the
CID as a key to lookup the virtual memory address of the
stored chunk data. The LID is split into multiple parts (e.g. 4
parts of 12 bit each) representing the distinct levels of the
paging hierarchy. This allows us to allocate and free page
tables on demand reducing the overall memory consumption
of the local meta-data management. Complemented with an
additional level indexed by node ID storing of migrated chunks
is possible as well. DXRAM uses a tailored memory allocator
with very low footprint working on a large pre-reserved
memory block [10]. For performance and space efficiency
reasons, all memory operations are implemented using the Java
Unsafe class.

Chunks store binary data and each chunk ID (CID) contains
the creator. Chunks can be migrated to other servers for load
balancing reasons. Migrated chunks are then called immigrated
chunks on the receiver and emigrated chunks on the creator.
Finally, there are recovered chunks stored on a new owner after
a server failure.

C. Remote Logging

Each chunk is replicated asynchronously to multiple remote
SSDs for fault tolerance reasons. We use an active replication
approach with predefined replica ordering. For the expected

Figure 1: Logging Architecture

large amount of chunks, storing all replicas in RAM is too ex-
pensive and traditional HDDs cannot satisfy the applications’
demands on low latency and throughput. Furthermore, replicas
do not serve client requests as reading from SSD is too slow.
Writing chunks to SSD with in-place updates requires a lookup
data structure either stored in RAM or on SSD which is both
not efficient. Holding the locations of all replicas for billions
of chunks in RAM results in a far too large memory overhead
and accessing SSD to determine the location of an chunk prior
to each write access is too slow. Therefore, we decided to store
chunk backups in logs on SSD (figure 1) which allows high
throughput due to sequential appends.

We use a two-level logging approach allowing fast recov-
ery and fast persistence with high throughput: fast recovery is
provided by sorting incoming backups per server into different
secondary logs. This reduces the amount of log entries to be
analyzed during recovery. Fast persistence and high throughput
are conflicting objectives in case of small backup requests.
Forcing small backups, e.g. 64 bytes, directly onto SSD would
result in low throughput. Obviously, buffering and aggregating
small backups to be written in larger bundles helps to improve
throughput but delays persistence. We address these challenges
by buffering and using an additional log, called primary log.
It is likely that a backup server receives many backup requests
from different servers which are bundled in a buffer and
flushed into the primary log (without sorting). This ensures
fast persistence and in the unlikely case of backup idle phases,
we flush buffers based on a timeout, too. Backups flushed to
the primary log are kept in memory to be flushed later to
their associated secondary log, when enough backups from one
server have been collected. We assume typical battery backup
is available on all servers allowing to always flush data to the
primary log in case of a power outage. If backup requests
are large, e.g. 4 KB or more, they are directly flushed to
their corresponding secondary log. Furthermore, the incoming
buffer is sorted by secondary log to speed-up bundling backup
requests which have to be written into the same secondary log.

Every instance of a backed-up chunk needs a version
number for validation during reorganization and recovery.
DXRAM uses a backup-side version control which holds
only the most recent versions in RAM and stores all other
versions in one version log per secondary log on SSD. In order
to avoid overhead of globally applicable versions, the most
current log entry of all its backup servers is always found
through an enforced replication ordering. We use an epoch-
based approach for assigning and resolving version numbers
providing a low memory footprint and high throughput [11].

Many graph processing applications are read heavy and
updates are rather seldom [17]. Still, a secondary log must be
reorganized if updates and deletes reach a threshold to avoid



filling it up with outdated and deleted versions. For that pur-
pose, a log is split into segments (default: 8 MB each) enabling
incremental processing. For increased efficiency, the log with
most invalid data is chosen for reorganization. Subsequently,
all version numbers, which are stored en-bloc in a version log,
are read from SSD and a predefined number of segments is
reorganized. In that process, each chunk is validated against
the read-in version information and all valid chunks are written
back to SSD, omitting the invalid ones.

D. Recovery Overview

This section summarizes the full recovery process which
is presented in more detail in the following sections including
optimizations.

As chunks are replicated to SSDs on remote servers, the
recovery performance on a single server is limited by its hard-
ware. Thus, like RAMCloud and Google’s Bigtable, DXRAM
scatters the chunks from one server to many backup servers to
aggregate SSD bandwidth and CPU processing power. Backup
servers are not determined for each chunk but for backup
zones, containing up to 256 MB of chunks, to minimize meta-
data overhead for backups. Hence, a server’s data is split
into 256 MB blocks which can be recovered from a backup
server within 1 to 2 seconds. This process can be performed
by many backup servers in parallel allowing high scalability.
For every backup zone, three backup servers are assigned
with a fixed replication and recovery ordering. In order to
avoid a broadcast, superpeers store the backup zones of each
of their associated peers. Thus, they can coordinate recovery
and directly contact the correct backups in case of a failure.
However, they do not need to store CIDs per backup zone; this
information is needed by servers, only. Network limitations are
masked by recovering a backup zone in the memory of backup
servers and resume normal operation. Chunks can be migrated
asynchronously to a fresh server later. Further discussion on
the backup zones can be found in section IV-A.

Every write access to a chunk (create, delete and update) is
replicated to the backup servers of the particular backup zone,
according to the replication ordering. To efficiently resolve the
backup zone affiliation for billions of locally stored chunks,
which is necessary to send the replicas to backup servers, every
DXRAM server utilizes a B-tree which is optimized for storing
CID ranges. This backup zone tree provides fast access times
while being very space efficient because of range aggregation
(e.g. an entire backup zone with millions of chunks can be
stored with 1 to 2 entries within the B-tree). The architecture
and usage of the backup zone tree is described in section IV-B.

Server failures are detected and recovery is coordinated
by the superpeer next in the superpeer overlay. This superpeer
informs the responsible backup servers storing relevant backup
zones. Then, the backup servers recover all valid chunks from
the associated secondary logs into their local memory. All
required information to initialize the recovery of a failed server
is available a-priori on the superpeer as backup servers of all
backup zones are stored on superpeers (including backups) as
well. Thus, there is no need to gather information from backup
servers (in contrary to RAMCloud and Google’s Bigtable).

The local recovery on a backup server is also challenging
as a typical secondary log stores several millions of small log

entries and for every single log entry the validity (currentness
and status) and correctness (data integrity) has to be verified.
To limit the temporary memory consumption, a secondary log
is recovered segment by segment. The segments are processed
by iterating over all log entries and restoring the valid log
entries. The validity of a chunk is verified by reading all
current version numbers from SSD (stored in a version log)
before the recovery process and comparing them with the log
entry version numbers. Obviously, gathering, storing, reading
and comparing millions of version numbers is time critical.
Furthermore, parallelization is crucial to speed-up the recovery
process and increase the overall system’s performance and
responsiveness by improving the availability of chunks. Our
concepts for a highly efficient recovery of entire backup zones
are presented throughout section VI.

Finally, the lookup meta-data of all recovered chunks
must be updated on corresponding superpeers. The necessary
network transfer can be minimized by aggregating CIDs into
ranges, see section VI-C.

IV. BACKUP ZONES

In order to enable a fast parallel recovery, the chunks of
one server are partitioned into several backup zones which are
scattered across potentially many backup servers (e.g. a 64
GB server assigned with 256 different backup servers). Every
server determines its own backup zones, e.g. randomly, and
informs its associated superpeer on each backup zone creation.
This approach avoids global coordination regarding backup
zone selection between servers. We use a replication factor
of three by default but it is configurable.

A. Local Backup Zone Management

Each backup zone is identified by a zone ID (ZID). The
ZID alone is not globally unique but it is in combination with
the creator’s node ID derived from the context. A new backup
zone is created whenever a chunk does not fit into any existing
backup zone. If chunks were deleted, a backup zone will be
gradually refilled with new chunks. Furthermore, chunks with
reused CIDs are stored in the same backup zone as before,
if possible, to minimize meta-data overhead (see IV-B). Three
backup servers are assigned to each backup zone with a fixed
replication ordering guaranteeing consistency. According to the
ordering, the first backup server receives all backup requests
first, the second afterwards and so on. Furthermore, backup
requests are bundled whenever possible. If there are less
than three servers currently available for backup (e.g. during
startup), the next joining server will be used and receives all
previously replicated chunks of this zone. All backup servers
are chosen randomly, optionally with disjunctive first backup
peers. Other replication schemes like copyset replication [18]
or location aware approaches [19] can be used, too.

A server notifies its superpeer whenever a new backup zone
was created or a backup server was changed. This results in
a single message for every 256 MB (e.g. once after 3.5× 106

64-byte chunks have been created) and a few messages per
server failure (the failed backup server has to be replaced),
only. To further reduce memory consumption on superpeers
(resulting in just 10 bytes per backup zone in the best case),
a superpeer does not store backup zone affiliations of chunks.



Figure 2: Backup Zone Tree with order 4 - This tree stores a total of 6 backup zones: the first contains the locally created
chunks 0xXXXX 0000 0000 0001 to 0xXXXX 0000 0010 0000 (creator has the node ID 0xXXXX), the second 0xXXXX 0000 0010
0001 to 0xXXXX 0000 0020 0000, the third 0xXXXX 0000 0020 0001 to 0xXXXX 0000 002E 0000 with the immigrated chunks
0xYYYY 0000 00AC 0001 to 0xYYYY 0000 00AD 0000. The fourth contains 220 locally created chunks, the fifth contains locally
and immigrated chunks, again. The sixth backup zone is not yet concluded. The zone ID -1 defines the end of CID ranges whose
chunks are not stored on this server.

This information is exclusively stored on the owner of a chunk
as only this server must know the corresponding backup zone
of its chunks for sending backup updates.

B. Backup Zone Tree

A backup zone might consist of locally created, immigrated
and recovered chunks. To store the backup zone affiliation of
every chunk, we use a B-tree similar to the lookup tree, see
[20]. This tree is called backup zone tree and stores (beginning
chunk ID, end chunk ID, zone ID) tuples. A tree range can
be equal to one backup zone but only if all its CIDs are
consecutive (if all containing chunks were created on the same
creator and all deleted chunks’ CIDs were re-assigned, if at all,
to the particular backup zone).

One tuple is typically stored with two entries in the backup
zone tree (see figure 2). One for the beginning of the range and
one for the end. Directly succeeding ranges can be stored with
one entry per range, only, as the end of one range defines the
beginning of the next one. Limited to locally created chunks,
there is just one tuple per backup zone in the tree resulting in
a total of 3 to 4 KB of meta-data for 64 GB servers storing
nearly a billion 64-byte chunks. The memory consumption
depends also on the alignment and fill rate of the backup
zones, the order of the B-tree (default is 10) and access pattern.
Additionally, searching is very fast because the backup zone
tree has a height of 2 to 3, only, for a billion local chunks and
an order of 10, for instance.

The CIDs of locally created chunks are not registered
separately in the backup zone tree, but as one range as
soon as the current backup zone is completely filled. The
current backup zone’s end is thereby represented by the highest
possible CID (0xXXXX FFFF FFFF FFFF, where 0xXXXX
is the node ID of the server) and is replaced by the currently
highest used CID on creation of a new backup zone. Therefore,
the end of the current backup zone is always identified by the
highest used CID and the end of every preceding backup zone
is registered in the tree.

Emigrated and deleted chunks within the registered backup
zones can be ignored because they are no longer relevant.
This reduces the memory consumption noticeably as expensive
range splits are prevented [20]. For instance, removing a single
CID from a CID range would result in three ranges: first, all
CIDs from beginning up to the removed CID - 1. Second, the
removed CID and third, the CIDs up to the end.

On the contrary, it is imperative for replication purposes to
store the backup zone for immigrated and recovered chunks.
Immigrated chunks are registered range-wise if possible and
chunks of a recovered backup zone are added all at once for
efficiency reasons (see V-C).

V. RECOVERY COORDINATION

A. Failure Detection

Fail-stop server failures are detected based on the superpeer
overlay as every superpeer pings each of its peers periodically
(configurable interval). If any message (not limited to ping
messages) could not be delivered, an error occurred during
incoming or outgoing transmission or a response is missing,
the failure detection is started. This triggers either a Re-
sponseDelayedEvent or a ConnectionClosedEvent based on the
detected error. A ResponseDelayedEvent is less significant than
a ConnectionClosedEvent as it occurs whenever a response is
delayed. The cause can be diverse and is not restricted to a
network problem. If a ResponseDelayedEvent is triggered, a
message will be sent to the previously unresponsive server. If
the server receives the message, the event is ignored. Otherwise
a ConnectionClosedEvent will be triggered automatically as
the connection is either closed or the transmission is about to
fail. A ConnectionClosedEvent on the other side is handled
by creating a new connection to the supposedly failed server.
If the connection could be successfully established, the prior
disconnection is ignored. Otherwise failure handling is started.
Depending on the application access pattern, a peer might
detect the failure earlier than the corresponding superpeer. In
this case, the peer informs the superpeer to speed-up failure
detection and thus the whole recovery process.

Performance or omission failures need additional handling:
if a server is only temporarily unavailable, it will have to join
again. The superpeer can check if the server’s data was al-
ready recovered and, if necessary, command the corresponding
servers to roll back by writing the recovered chunks to SSD.
The server re-joining is finished when all backups are stored
in the same logs as before the incident. Chunks that have been
updated prior to the re-joining are included as they have been
written to the memory management of the replacement servers.
Updates during the re-joining are postponed.

Failure handling affects many parts of DXRAM, but only
backup- and recovery-relevant aspects are discussed here.



Peers and superpeers respond differently to a peer failure.
Peers replace the failed peer in every affected backup zone
by new backup servers and replicate the chunks accordingly
to maintain the replication factor. Superpeers, on the other
hand, notify all peers by propagating the server failure to all
superpeers first and then to all of its peers. This triggers the
failure handling on each affected peer. Then, the superpeer
responsible for the failed peer initializes the recovery.

B. Initializing Parallel Recovery

To initialize server recovery, the responsible superpeer
sends one RecoverBackupZoneRequest to the first backup
server of each backup zone of the failed server. The recovery
of the backup zone is then executed by the backup server. If the
first backup server is unavailable, the second will be notified
and so on. The superpeer sends all requests for all backup
zones of the failed server at once for maximal parallelization
and collects the responses after the recovery is finished. If
a response is missing, the recovery is initialized on the next
backup replica of that backup zone. The recovery of a backup
zone using the logs is described in section VI.

C. Finalizing Parallel Recovery

When all contacted backup servers reported recovery suc-
cess, the superpeers must update its meta-data to make all
recovered chunks available again. Therefore, the lookup trees
of the chunk creators (divergent from failed server for im-
migrated and previously recovered chunks) are modified on
the corresponding superpeers by adding CID ranges comple-
mented by the restorer of the backup zone which becomes the
new owner. For that purpose, the CIDs of the recovered chunks
must be aggregated to ranges beforehand. This is discussed in
subsection VI-C. At this point all chunks are available again.

The meta-data of the failed server’s backup zones are
deleted on the corresponding superpeers as they are not needed
anymore. To administer recurring failures, all servers that
recovered a backup zone of the failed server have to create
a new backup zone for the recovered chunks. Therefore, the
corresponding superpeer must be notified and the local backup
zone tree must be updated as well. Moreover, all backup
servers of the new backup zone must receive all recovered
chunks for backup. To avoid sending recovered chunks three
times to three new backup servers, the backup servers of the
old backup zone are reused. Thus, only one new backup server
must be determined if no additional failure occurred (one
backup server cannot be used as it is the restorer). Obviously,
the new backup zone must contain the same set of chunks.

The locality within backup zones is maintained during the
recovery but, in some cases, it could be reasonable to fully
reconstruct the original server by sending all recovered chunks
to a new server, which will increase recovery time but can be
done concurrently to minimize availability interruption.

VI. LOCAL RECOVERY OF MANY SMALL CHUNKS

The local recovery must be highly optimized to enable fast
recovery of millions of small chunks. For instance, a 256 MB
backup zone may consist of more than 3.5× 106 chunks with
an average payload size of 64 bytes per chunk. This results
in the associated secondary log storing between 3.5× 106 and

7 × 106 chunks depending on the backup rate and efficiency
of the reorganization (a secondary log is double the size of the
backup zone by default).

A. Overview

At the beginning of the local recovery, all corresponding
log buffers must be flushed to guarantee that every recoverable
chunk is stored in the associated secondary log. Then, the
version log for this secondary log is loaded from SSD for
fast access (see VI-B). The recovery is executed segment by
segment as follows: first, a segment is read into a byte buffer
(default segment size: 8 MB). Next, every chunk is analyzed by
iterating over the byte buffer. The analysis includes validation
and error detection. To validate a chunk, the read-in version
number is compared to the version number stored within the
log entry header of a chunk. If the chunk is invalid (outdated
or deleted), it will be ignored. The error detection is optional
and uses a 32 bit cyclic redundancy check.

Valid and error-free chunks are then stored to the local
memory management of DXRAM. Small chunks are bundled
in batches up to 100,000 chunks to benefit from fast batch al-
location of the memory management. Furthermore, the chunks
are not copied, but the byte buffer is passed to the memory
management along with an index buffer containing all CIDs,
offsets within the segment buffer and lengths of the chunks.
At the end, the secondary log is removed from SSD.

B. Version Log

During recovery, every chunk read from secondary log
must be validated to avoid recovering outdated and deleted
chunks. For efficiency reasons, we store all version numbers
for each secondary log in a separate version log (see figure
1). Version logs are also compacted during cleaning of their
corresponding secondary log [11]. This approach allows us to
read-in only relevant version numbers for log cleaning and
recovery ensuring fast processing and low memory footprint.
For recovery of a backup zone, the corresponding version log
is read from SSD and all version numbers are added to an
array or a hash table. The array is optimal for storing version
information for larger CID ranges which are heavily used in
DXRAM and thus likely to occur. For scattered CIDs, we
dynamically switch to the hash table.

Backup zones contain chunks that were created by the
backup zone creator but also immigrated for load balancing
reasons or recovered from a failed server. Accordingly, the
CIDs could be rather arbitrary within one backup zone. But,
typically, a backup zone contains one large range (all chunks
from one creator) with a few chunks outside of the range (such
as migrations for load balancing or chunks with reused CIDs
stored in another backup zone). Therefore, it is beneficial to
determine large ranges within a backup zone, whose versions
can be stored in the array, but only if it is lightweight
enough to not burden the logging throughput. We calculate
the arithmetical mean of all CIDs incrementally with every
write access. Every version number of a chunk with a CID
whose euclidean distance is smaller or equal half the average
number of chunks per backup zone is stored in the array with
its CID as index. All other version numbers are stored in the
hash table. For the validation process, the same metric is used



to decide whether to look in the array or in the hash table for
the current version number of a chunk. Therefore, the benefit
of faster access to the array is two fold.

To avoid that the average CID value drifts off because
of emigrated chunks with much higher or lower CID, all
CIDs with a large euclidean distance to the average value
are ignored. This mechanisms is delayed to reduce the impact
of early updates of emigrated chunks. This is a best-effort
approach limiting performance to a hash table level in worst
case, but improving performance considerably in other, more
likely, cases without burdening the CPU.

C. CID Range Determination

After executing the local recovery, the backup servers
notify the superpeers by sending a list with the CIDs of all re-
covered chunks. This information is used to update the lookup
trees of the superpeers to make recovered chunks available
again. A typical backup zone consists of several million small
chunks. Sending millions of 8-byte CIDs would result in large
message sizes (for 64-byte chunks close to 26 MB) and slow
processing (every CID must be processed locally). But, backup
zones typically store large CID ranges and a few migrations
and, usually, the migrations are also aggregated. Therefore, we
can combine CIDs into ranges during the recovery process.

The CID range determination requires a sorted list of all
CIDs. Gathering all CIDs during recovery by adding them with
insertion sort, for instance, is too time-consuming. Instead, the
already available data structures for the validation are used.

The array uses the CID as index by subtracting a non-
varying offset. Thus, it is already sorted but might contain
gaps for chunks that were deleted (and whose CIDs are not
yet reused).

The hash table is based on an array as well, but the
array stores (chunk ID, version number) tuples instead of
version numbers only. Moreover, the tuples are not sorted by
CID as the CIDs are hashed before insertion. To sort the array,
two different approaches are used. If the hash table is barely
filled and thereby contains many empty array entries, insertion
sort will be used. If the hash table is well-filled (threshold:
100,000 entries), quicksort will be used.

The ranges can be determined by iterating the sorted array
and adding the begin and end of every consecutive sequence to
another list. Subsequently, the ranges are sent to the superpeers
and stored in their lookup trees.

D. Parallelization of the Local Recovery

While the recovery is executed, all chunks of the failed
server are unavailable. Therefore, the recovery has highest
priority and is allowed to use all system’s resources. Unfortu-
nately, some recovery steps cannot be parallelized because of
I/O limitations (e.g. loading the version numbers and segments
from SSD) or enforced sequential processing (e.g. storing the
chunks in memory management). Therefore, parallelization is
focused on analyzing log entries which includes CPU and
memory intensive steps like reading the log entry headers, get-
ting and comparing the version numbers, calculating and com-
paring the checksums, assembling large chunks (see section
VI-E) and forwarding gathered data to memory management.

Figure 3: Parallelization - Thread flow chart for the recovery.

Additionally, a dedicated thread writes all recovered chunks
into memory management. DXRAM uses three thread types
for the recovery (fig. 3):

The RecoveryMainThread reads all version numbers
(hardly parallelizable), creates all other threads, determines
the CID ranges, recovers segments (includes analysis of log
entries) and returns once the other threads have finished.

At least one RecoveryHelperThread supports the Recov-
eryMainThread with recovering segments. The number of
RecoveryHelperThreads is configurable to adapt to the hard-
ware. Our tests showed a peak recovery performance with 4
RecoveryHelperThread.

The RecoveryWriterThread receives the read and verified
chunks from the other threads and writes them into the memory
management by utilizing batch processing mechanisms.

E. Large Chunks

Although we expect primarily small chunks for our target
application domains, large chunks (e.g. larger than 1 MB) can
be handled, too. Without modifications, chunks larger than one
segment cannot be processed. Furthermore, fragmentation can
reduce the maximal chunk size even more: after reorganization
of a fully utilized backup zone the corresponding secondary
log is half-full (as a secondary log is double the size by default
to increase efficiency of the reorganization). Without fragmen-
tation, half of the segments are filled completely, the other half
is empty. With largest possible fragmentation, every segment
is half-full. Accordingly, chunks larger than half a segment
cannot be stored without splitting as larger chunks might not
fit with adverse fragmentation, even after reorganization. The
segment size is configurable, but increasing it to match large
chunks is not an option as, first, the maximal chunks size is
not always known a-priori and, second, large segments raise
the temporal memory consumption during reorganization and
recovery.

To allow storing larger chunks, chunks are split into parts
of the size segment length / 2 (e.g. 4 MB for default config-
uration). Every part of a large chunk is one link in a chain
and possesses a complete log entry header complemented by
a chain ID (position within the chain) and the number of all
chain links. Thus, every chain link can be identified, validated
and error-checked without the other chain links.



When analyzing a chain link during recovery, a byte buffer
large enough (more later) to store all chain links is created
and the first link is copied at the correct position within the
buffer (chain ID × segment length / 2). Moreover, the byte
buffer and the CID is registered in a hash map. For every
additional link, the byte buffer is fetched from the hash map
and the link is copied analogously. The byte buffer can be
sized accurately if the first occurring link is the link with
highest chain ID because the last chain link is the only link
with a possibly different size. Chunk size: (chain length - 1)
× segment length / 2 + size of last chain link. Otherwise the
size is estimated to the upper bound: chain length × segment
length / 2. The byte buffer’s limit is then set, once the last
chain link is read (avoiding copying of the buffer). At the end
of the recovery, after recovering all segments, all large chunks
are written sequentially into memory management.

VII. EVALUATION

In this section, we present the evaluation of the proposed
recovery architecture using a recovery benchmark and YCSB,
and also compare it with the recovery of RAMCloud. All
benchmark runs were executed in Microsoft’s Azure cloud
in Germany Central with up to 72 virtual machines from the
type Standard_DS13_v2 which are memory optimized servers
with 8 cores (Intel Xeon E5-2673), 56 GB RAM, 112 GB
SSD capacity (maximal cached throughput: 256 MBps) and 5
GBit/s Ethernet connectivity. In order to manage the servers,
we created 2 identical scale-sets (as one scale-set is limited to
40 VMs) based on a custom Ubuntu 14.04 image with 4.4.0-59
kernel and a third scale-set with Debian 8 image and 3.16.0-4
kernel for RAMCloud (hardware and configuration identical).
We want to give thanks to Microsoft for providing us with a
Azure research sponsorship.

A. Recovery Benchmark

1) Description: The recovery benchmark is used to study
the parallel recovery of one server. In this test, the server cre-
ates 5×108 64-byte chunks with a total payload of more than
30 GB. Because of resource constraints of our sponsorship, we
could not use more than 72 backup servers. In order to study
the maximum recovery throughput we limit payload to 30 GB
(resulting in 144 backup zones, each 256 MB) although the
server could handle more. As a result each backup server stores
at least two backup zones as the data is replicated to x slaves,
with x ∈ [1, 72] during this test. After logging all chunks, the
master is killed which initiates the recovery process for all
144 backup zones. The used backup zone distribution strategy
chooses disjunctive first backup peers to enable maximum
parallelism during recovery. If all backup peers are used as
first backup peer already, the procedure is repeated.

2) Results: The logging performance is at maximum by
utilizing the entire I/O capacity (figure 4). With up to 4 backup
peers, the SSDs of the backup peers are the bottleneck. With
more aggregated SSD bandwidth, the network becomes the
limiting factor (> 500 MB/s).

As expected, the recovery times improve with the number
of backup peers (see figure 4). With 72 backup peers (2 backup
zones per backup peer) the complete recovery process takes
less than 2 seconds resulting in a recovery throughput of

Figure 4: Overall Recovery Performance

Figure 5: Recovery Performance in Detail

more than 16.5 GB/s. The recovery process includes failure
handling, ZooKeeper cleanup (to enable node ID re-usage),
peer failure propagation, superpeer overlay cleanup, recovery
initialization and finalization, and meta-data updating on the
superpeer. Additionally, all peers replace the failed peer in
every backup zone and recover all chunks from SSD. Re-
replication of the failed server’s chunks is excluded and
executed concurrently afterwards, which does not impair avail-
ability as every object is accessible after recovery, already.

Figure 5 shows the average local recovery times and also
the sequential times of all of its steps. The blue line shows
the average local recovery time achieved by parallelizing all
other steps resulting in about 500 ms for the local recovery of
one backup zone. The sum of all single steps is significantly
higher than the average recovery time as many threads work
in parallel during recovery increasing recovery performance
substantially. The local recovery of a single backup zone
(blue line) is reduced by up to 400 ms when using four or
more backup servers which can be explained by kernel buffer
caching effects on backup servers: the backup servers may still
have log entries in their caches when the recovery is started
and hence read some log entries from cache not from SSD.
With more than 4 backup peers the times to analyze all log
entries (yellow line) and thus the single backup zone recovery
times grow slightly as runtime optimizations are less effective
or not applicable with fewer iterations per backup peer.

The evaluation with the recovery benchmark shows that
DXRAM is able to recover 5 × 108 64 byte data objects in
parallel in less than 2 seconds. We expect even better recovery
times if we could use more backup peers.

B. A Comparison with RAMCloud

1) Description: Only a few distributed in-memory systems
provide a parallel live recovery whereof RAMCloud is a



Figure 6: Logging (left) And Recovery (right) Performance of
RAMCloud and DXRAM. Runtime in sec.

prominent example providing an own recovery benchmark. We
configured both recovery benchmarks in the same way: one
master server generates up to 108 objects with sizes between
64 bytes and 5 MB and replicates all data three times to 16
alternating backup servers’ SSDs. After the logging process,
the master server is killed and its data is recovered in parallel
on 16 backup servers (called recovery masters in RAMCloud).

2) Results: In figure 6, recovery and replication is split
for DXRAM, but not for RAMCloud as those two phases
are indistinguishable here. In RAMCloud replayed objects are
replicated during the recovery; in DXRAM after the recovery
to reduce unavailability times. Therefore, Figure 6 also shows
the re-replication times for DXRAM (gray boxes). Even when
including this step (not necessary for immediate availabil-
ity), DXRAM outperforms RAMCloud. With 1 MB objects
DXRAM logs around 30% faster (bottlenecked by the network)
and recovers around 140% faster. With smaller objects the edge
grows even further. With 64 byte objects, DXRAM’s recovery
is more than 9 times faster than RAMCloud’s (logging 3.5
times).

During the logging phase, RAMCloud creates all objects
first and then replicates entire segments (8 MB) to speed-up
this phase. DXRAM on the other side logs every single object
(1 MB and 5 MB objects) or logs in batches of ten which is a
more realistic behavior. Still, the logging phase is significantly
shorter in DXRAM.

The recovery phase in RAMCloud differs from DXRAM:
RAMCloud uses a log in RAM and distributes exact copies of
the log segments to SSD on backup servers. As a consequence,
during recovery, every object of the failed server could possibly
be in every segment (in different versions as well). Thus, when
recovery masters gather objects partition-wise, every single
segment must have been read (in parallel) and all objects of
all partitions must be sent over network to the right recovery
master. Furthermore, during replay, every recovered object
must be replicated three times as old backups are unusable.
Those segments might contain objects of all partitions and
not only the partition of one recovery master. Hence, in
RAMCloud, every object is sent over the network four times
during recovery whereas in our proposed approach only once.

The test with 5 MB objects could not be executed on
RAMCloud as RAMCloud’s maximum object size is 1 MB.
However, this test shows the functionality of handling large
chunks in DXRAM. The recovery is 0.5 sec slower than

with 1 MB objects because for each object every chain
link must be recovered before the object can be stored in
memory which impairs the parallelism between Recovery-
Main-Thread/Recovery-Helper-Threads and Recovery-Writer-
Thread. Yet, the recovery is still under 2 sec.

C. Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark

1) Description: The Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark
(YCSB) was designed to quantitatively compare distributed
serving storage systems [21]. The benchmark offers a set of
simple operations (reads, writes, range scans) and a tabular
key-value data model to evaluate online storage systems re-
garding their elasticity, availability and replication. Further-
more, YCSB is easily extensible for new storage systems and
new workloads. For our evaluation we used an individual
workload typical for social media networks (for an evalua-
tion of DXRAM’s performance with other systems and more
workloads refer to [11]): ten 64-byte objects per key, 15×106

keys per server, zipfian distribution, 90 % read and 10 % write
operations, 108 operations (either reading all 10 objects per key
or writing one object per key).

All storage servers are used as masters and backup servers.
We use 48 storage servers, with a total of 7.2 billion 64-
byte chunks in RAM and 21.6 billion log entries on SSD,
and 24 YCSB clients for benchmarking. Each YCSB client
is configured to emulate 100 clients using one thread per
client resulting in 2,400 clients. During the benchmark phase,
three masters are killed to analyze the recovery performance
with high overall system load. Operations are never aborted
but repeated until successful and the first backup peers are
chosen disjunctive. Additionally, we use 7 superpeers to divide
the load for lookup requests during recovery and to speed-up
failure propagation (90/10 default ratio for peers/superpeers).

D. Results

Figure 7 shows the operation throughput, maximum and
average response times of the first 300 seconds with 3 single
server failures at second 24, 78 and 184. The benchmark was
finished after additional 12 minutes and 42 seconds with no
reportable incidents. The 24 clients executed around 2 × 106

operations per second resulting in 18× 106 reads (10 chunks
are read per read operation) and 2× 105 writes every second.
The average response time for completed remote operations
(read or write) is around 1.3 ms. The maximum response time
represents the slowest operation of all operations of all 24
clients during the last second. The average maximum response
time is slightly above 100 ms and never over 500 ms in failure-
free intervals.

The server failures impair the system for a short pe-
riod, only (figure 7). The maximum response time of all
clients throughout the whole benchmark is around 2.6 seconds,
recorded during the first failure. The second and third failures
were masked even faster. The recovery took 1.8, 1.3 and 1.6
seconds. The remaining time is spent for failure detection
and ramping up of the clients. The evaluation with YCSB
shows that DXRAM can quickly recover after consecutive
single server failures even under heavy load, without disruptive
interruption to the running application.



Figure 7: YCSB - Maximum Client Request Times and Overall Throughput

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Low-latency data access is important for many application
domains like online graph analytics or large-scale interactive
applications. Distributed in-memory systems address this chal-
lenge, but data needs to be stored on persistent storage to allow
masking server failures and power outages. Re-filling memory
storage from traditional databases in case of failures is too slow
and can result in long downtimes. Hence, parallel recovery
approaches have been proposed (e.g. Google’s Bigtable or
RAMCloud). However, those systems have not been designed
to efficiently handle small data objects found in many graph
applications. In this paper we propose a fast parallel backup
and recovery approach optimized for small data objects.

We propose a novel range-based backup replica manage-
ment and highly parallel recovery strategy based on a two-level
remote logging concept. The local recovery mechanisms are
highly optimized for small data objects but also support larger
objects. All concepts have been implemented in DXRAM
(open source) but can be applied to other systems, too.

The evaluation results of experiments in the Microsoft’s
Azure cloud show that DXRAM is able to recovery a server
storing 500 million 64-byte objects in under 2 sec; even under
heavy load (generated by 2,400 clients emulated by the YCSB
benchmark). And the recovery comparison with RAMCloud
shows that DXRAM outperforms RAMCloud up to a factor of
9 for small data objects.

Future work includes optimizations and evaluation of
DXRAM and the recovery using Infiniband. In addition, we
have already implemented a basic graph processing framework
on top of DXRAM and are adopting some bioinformatics graph
applications which will allow further insights on the proposed
concepts and likely introduce new challenges.
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